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This manual, taking for granted the necessity of play, states plainly and
simply what games to play and how to play them. Here are compiled a half
hundred or so simple games, the most of them already somewhat familiar
and easily "put on" in any community. Some of them can be played even
under the most unfavorable surroundings and circumstances. Many of them
require no equipment whatever A few of these games are particularly adapted
to bo\s, others to girls, still others to men or to women, but manv may be played
by anybodv, anywheie, and at any time

Children may early be \cd thru play properly directed into the real spirit
of sportsmanship Thru it all they should be taught to "play the game"— not
simply to beat somebody, but to have fun whether losing or winning. Cheat-
ing in play is the beginning of bad citizenship Fairness in play leads to
honesty m other relationships. Team work in play ends in after years in civic
cooperation

Play is an important part of a wholesome neighborhood life Properly
used this little manual may thus come to have an essential part in shaping the
life of the community in which it may chance to fall.

This Booklet, which was compiled by the University of Illinois, has been
recommended to us by representatives of the States Relations Service, and we
present it to the folk of Ari7ona in the belief that ft will fill a keen want



A Manual of Play and Games

As a part of every rural club meeting, some sort of recreation may well
be planned. This feature not only is an incentive for attendance but should
add to the value of every meeting. A leader will be necessary to start the
play. He should familiarize himself with the various games so that he can
explain them clearly, and should participate in each game with the spirit of
play which is typical of childhood. Before the group tires of one game, he
should start a new one but should avoid trying to play too many. It is better
to learn a few and play them well.

GAMES USEFUL IN STARTING PLAY
In communities not used to playing, an atmosphere of self-consciousness

or a thin ".social ice1J is likely to pre\ail. With the right sort of a game,
however, a tactful leader mav quickly win over a group to self-forgetfulness
and a lively spirit of play. Play is instinctive, so that if a group is once
started there should be little difficulty in keeping it going.

The following games are especially adapted to overcoming the self-con-
sciousness and tinuditv of the crowd The leader should not begin by asking-
individuals, "Will you play," but should, when the proper time comes, simply
start some game, for example:

With the group seated the .leader begins by saying: "I am thinking of
something in this room the name of which begins with S." Everyone guesses
in turn, as screen, screws, spectacles, saucer, and the like until some one says
"Shoes," which was the word the leader had in mind. The successful guesser
then proposes a new word, and the guessing goes on. When two words are
included in the name of the object, the leader gives the first letter of each word.

POM, POM, PUIX AWAY

With a larger group and with space that permits, the following game
is good for starting things, either indoors or out. It is especially good for
younger folk out of doors.

The leader starts by saying, "Everybody line up against the wall at one
side of the room. I am IT." Standing in the center he calls out:

"Pom, Pom, pull away,
If you don't come
I'll pull you away."

Everyone must then run to the other side of the room. If the leader tags
anyone three times before he gets across, he must help tag the others as they
run back and forth each time at the call. When all are tagged, the player
caught first is IT for the new round.

Nose AND ToS TAG
One person is IT and the other players are safe from being tagged only

when each holds his nose in one hand and the toe of one foot in the other.
When one stands too long holding his nose and toe, IT may make him run
by bumping him and throwing him ofT balance. The person tagged becomes
IT.
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HINDU TAG

One person is IT and the other players are safe from being tagged
only when their foreheads aie touching the Moor. One can imagine how easily
such a game breaks the ice with a younger group.

GETTING ACQUAINTED GAMES

The following games are especially adapted to getting large groups of
people acquainted informally:

DOUBLE MARCH

This is one of the best means of quickly and effectively mixing the sexes.
Music will add much to the march.

Arrange the group in two large circles, the one within the other, the boys
making up the outside circle and the girls the inside. The leader stands in
the center and first abks all to face him and then asks the boys to face to the
right and the girls to the left.

At the command, "Forward, March!" or when the music is started, the
boys go in one direction and the girls in the other. When the leader calls
"Halt!" or when the music stops, all players must come to a halt^ and the
circles face each other. Each person then talks to the one facing him for a
given period, preferably a half minute. When the leader shouts "Forward,
March!" or when the music starts again, the march continues as before.

The leader should of course see to it that the march halts each time so as
to give each player a new partner. He may request all to shake Lands and
discuss a certain topic with each halt.

MAKING IMPROMPTU SENTENCES

The company should be arranged in a circle or a semicircle. Ask each
person to construct within five minutes an original sentence of five or more
words, each word of which must begin with the first letter of the last name
of the player to his right. For example, a person whose right-hand neighbor
was named Smith might prepare to say, "Samuel Sayford Sawyer Sheared
Seventy-seven Sheep Saturday, September Sixteenth." If his neighbor was
named Brown he might say, "Benjamin Brewster Buffin Bought Boston Baked
Beans Before Breakfast."

After five minutes ask each one from right to left around the circle to
stand and give his sentence.

In addition to being highly entertaining, these impromptu sentences help
greatly to impress upon all the name of each member of the group.

GRUNT, PIGGY! GRUNT!

All but one stand in a circle. The odd player is placed blindfolded in the
center of the circle and given a stick or cane. The players hold hands and
dance around him until he stops them by tapping the floor three times. He tjxeafc.
touches any player in the circle with the stick. The player he touches Efts
his end of the stick to his mouth and when the blindfolded player says "Onttitv
P i ! Grunt!" he must grunt two or.three times. The stick is supposed to
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serve as a telephone line, and the person in the center, having these few grunts
for a cue, must try to identify the player at the opposite end of the line.

If the blindfolded player guesses wrongly, he touches another player in
any part of the circle, whom he asks to grunt as before. Sometimes, even
tho he knows every one in the circle, he is obliged to ask a half dozen or more
players to "Grunt, Piggy! Grunt!" before he can identify the player.

When a player is identified, he must exchange places with the blindfolded
player.

A player may bend, turn, or twist to avoid being touched by the cane, but
he may not change the position of more than one foot on the floor.

An interesting zanation of this game is to have the blindfolded player
instead of asking the one touched to Grant, Piggy, Grunt, ask him to make
a noise like some animal, such as a cow, sheep, cat, or mouse.

GAMES THAT CAN BE PLAYED IN A SCHOOL HOUSE

Rural meetings are oftentimes held in places rather unfavorable for play-
ing games Schoolhouscs, for instance, with their stationary seats make it
especially difficult to play games requning much action. The following games
are especially adapted for play under such conditions. It is well to start the
crowd with one of the "ice-breaking" games, such as the word-guessing game
(page 3). This mav then be followed by any of the following games:

ALPHABET
Have ready two sets of twenty-six cardboard cards about six inches square,

each bearing one of the letters of the alphabet. The two sets of cards should
be of different colors.

The players are divided into two equal groups of preferably twenty-six
players on a side. A smaller number than this can play but not so satisfactorily.

Pass one set of the cards to the players on one side and the other set to
the players on the other side. The groups stand in opposite corners of the
room.

The leader calls a word, and at this signal the players on each side having
the letters which make up this word run forward and spell it by arranging
themselves in the proper order. Each word must of course be spelled cor-
rectly and the letters must be in the proper order.

The side spelling the word first, wins a point. Play ten minutes and add
the scores on each side to determine the winners.

ERASER RELAY

Fill two rows of seats with people. Hand a blackboard eraser to each of
the two persons sitting in the front seats and ask that they hold them aloft

At a signal, the erasers are passed back to the person ^ sitting next behind
and so on from hand to hand down each row and back again to the front seat.
The row whose returned eraser is first held aloft by the man or woman in the
front seat wins.

AUTOMOBILE RACE

Divide the group into two or more teams, the number in each team being
the same as the number of seats in each row. The teams then line up in
fows of seats, each row representing a different automobile. Not more than
two rows compete at & time.

On "Go" each of the two persona in the front seats rises, runs down the
aisle on one side <>£ his seat and up the aisle on the other, and takes his seat.
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Immediately the person in the second scat of the row does likewise and takes
his seat. Then the third peison, and so the game continues

When there are more than two rows competing, the winners of each con-
test compete with each other until a single winner is declared.

CHALK RXLAY

Have an equal number of people in each row of seats. Give the person
in the front seat of each row a piece of chalk. On signal each of them runs
forward, writes his own name on the front blackboard, returns to his seat,
and passes the chalk to the person sitting behind him Each one in the row
takes his turn in the race until all have written their names on the blackboard.
The row which first completes this process wins the race.

This is an excellent game for including the whole company. There need be
no wall flowers.

QUIET GAMES

The following games lcquirc \eiy little physical exertion and hence can
well follow some of the more strenuous games. They are all suitable for large
groups.

One player, chosen to be IT, leaves the room while the others decide upon
the name of some object which IT is to guess.

IT then returns and tries to determine what the word is from the conversa-
tion of the others, who use the word teakettle in place of the word selected.
IT may ask questions of the players and must be answered but the word
teakettle is used instead of the word to be guessed.

When IT guesses the word, a new player is chosen to leave the room, and
the game continues.

U P JENKINS

Line lip the players in two equal groups on opposite sides of a bare table,
and appoint a captam for each group. One side takes a coin and passes it
back and forth, with their hands all hidden beneath the table. When the
captain of the opposing side, across the table, commands "Up Jenkins/' all
hands at one time slap the table noisily, with fingers extended and the coin
ringing on the boards — somewhere.

Then the captain pi the opposite group of players, after consulting with
his men, orders up his opponents' hands, one at a time. If he succeeds in
selecting empty hands, leaving the coin under the last hand left pressing upon
the table, then his side takes the coin and its former custodians try to win it
back, in similar fashion. Should the captain, however, order up the hand that
covers the coin, the side holding it scores to the amount of one point for each
hand still on the table and retains the coin for the next game.

The winning score may be set at twenty-five, fifty, or any desired number
of points.

GEOGRAPHY
All the players are seated in a circle. Qne playfcr calls out the

a country and the playei on his left must then name i second cwifr
first letter of which is the last letter of the cptifttoy just $lmn» The
player in the circle uses the last letter of that word z$ M$ initial letter*
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so on About fifteen seconds is allowed each person to think of his word.
Suppose the first player sa>s "Greece," the second player must use E for
his initial letter, and gives "Egypt," then tollow Turkey, Yucatan, Nether-
lands, Spain, and so on

Anybody who fails to Q,I\Q a word drops out of the game. The same
word should not be given twice

Sometimes the first player begins with the name of a mountain, river, or
lake, but no matter what he chooses, the other players must give a word
naming another of the same class

ANAGRAMS

Let a word of any sort be chosen and ha\e each player write it at the
top of his paper. The game consists in making as many words as possible
from the letters forming the original word

No letter may be used more often in any one word than it appears in the
original word. Simple plurals, formed by adding the letter S to the singular,
aie not counted as extra words, nor are proper nouns or abbreviations per-
mitted

Usually about ten minutes are allowed for discovering the words. At the
end of that time one person reads his libt and the others check the words
they also have discovered. When he finishes, the person to his left reads
the words he has found which were omitted from the first paper, and so on
around the circle.

The simplest way to score is to give the person with the longest list of
words the first place. If the formation of long words is considered desirable,
however, the reckoning must be by syllables. This method is really a fairer
index, since it requires as much skill to find one long word as several short
ones.

Favorite words for anagram-making are Constantinople, Intermediate,
Conglomeration, and Recalcitrant, but shorter words may also serve the pur-
pose So short a word as live contains material for five other words: lie,
veil, vie, vile, and evil; and in the word herein six other words may be found
without altering the arrangement of the letters in the original word. These
are: he, her, here, rein, in.

GHOST

For this spelling game, the players are arranged in one group, preferably
in a semicircle about the room. One player starts the game by giving the first
letter of a word he has in mind, whereupon the player to his left adds a second
letter with perhaps another word in mind, the next player a third letter, and
so on until a word is completed.

The object is to avoid ending a word, for when a player does this, he is
said to have lost a life. He remains in the game, however, until he loses three
lives, when he is declared a ghost

The other players are not allowed to talk to a ghost under penalty of
becoming ghosts themselves, and the ghosts of course endeavor to lead them
unsuspectingly into conversation.

The player who neither loses three lives nor talks to any of the ghosts is
declared the winner.

Some hard thinking is required at times to avoid ending a word Often
placers complete a word utiawares by adding a letter intended to build up an
entirely different one. For example, the letters "Dis" may have been given;
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the next player, thinking of ftmoicr, may add the kttet C, forgetting that
disc is itself a word

If a player is unable to think of a letter to acid to those> already given, he
may challenge or "doubt" the last player. If that pla>cr is able to give a
word which might ha\e been spelled with the letters given, the one who
doubted bun loses a life. If the challenged plaver is unable to give a word,
he loses a life

A vernation of this game is to select simple words, but to spell them back-
ward A fne-kttcr woul, spelled backward, will make hard work for the
last three placers As an example, the first person says "II" (marsh); the
second "C" (perch) ; the third "A" (beach) ; the fourth "E," thinking of
the woid peenh, \r\i he has inadu'itently completed the word rath, and so
loses a life.

SLICED STORIES

A game for sharpening wits is the telling of a continued story. One
person starts the story, and after a few minutes stops in the middle of some
adventure The next player takes up the tale at that point and carries it along
until he, in turn, relinquishes it to the third placet*. Fifteen or twenty people
may add their share. The result is of course far different from what any
player had in mind*

Buzz
This game may be played by from five to thirty people
One person begins to count by saying "one," the player at his left, "two/*

and so on until the number seven is reached, whereupon the word "Buzz" is
substituted The next player says "eight," and so on around until a multiple
of seven is reached, such as 14, 21, etc., when the word ulhr/zn h substituted
for the right number.

"Buzz" is also used instead of any number that contains the number seven,
e. g, 17 and 27. For 71 the players say "Buzz one," for 72, "Buzz two," and so
on; and for 77, "Buzz buzz." »

Whenever a player says a number when he should say "Buzz" or says
"Buzz" in the wrong place, he is out of the game and must sit silent. The
counting is then begun again at one by the next player .

If a player forgets his number or miscounts after a Buzz, he must pay a
forfeit, but can continue playing.

The object of the game is to reach one hundred, but as mistakes are
frequently made, this a difficult feat. If the counting is carried on quickly the
game will be found to be a lively one.

INDOOR GROUP GAMES

CHAIR

The company should be lined up in two lines of an equal number of couple^
The gentleman of the first couple in each line carries a chatr. He funs for-
ward, his lady going with him, and places the chair on a goal line; whereupon
the lady sits on the chair, arising immediately, and together they return, carry-
ing the chair back to the next couple, who repeat the process*

The side on which all tile couples first complete the race Is declared the
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LAUGHING

The players line up in twos, face partners, and then each marches back-
ward six steps The leaders draw for first chance. Name the sides the Blues
and the Reds or the Blacks and the Whites. If the Blues have the first choice,
on "Go" they must make the Reds laugh. All whom they succeed in making
laugh must come to their side. Turns last only a half a minute or a minute.
Then the Reds have a chance.

Three turns by each side finish the game. The side gaining the most reciuits
wins.

IvAUGTi AND Go FOOT

The players are arranged as in Laughing Relay. Usually two persons are
needed to direct the game. One of the directors whispers a different .question
to each player on one side, while the other director gives each of the players
on the other side an answer.

The game is started by the head couple. The one having the question
asks it of his partner in as serious a manner as possible, and the partner
replies with the answer which has been given him If the couple succeed in
repeating the question and answer three times without laughing, they may
remain at the head of the line, but if either of them laughs they must both go
to the foot. As the question and answer rarely fit together, it is very difficult
for the couple to refrain from laughing, especially as the rest of the players
are usually laughmg hilariously. The game continues until all the couples have
given their questions and answers.

STATES MAIL

A large room is needed for this game, from which all pieces of bric-a-brac
and light furniture have been removed.

The players stand or sit in a circle. Each one is given the name of some
town. (Numbers may be used instead of cities.) The postmaster stands in
the center and calls the names of the cities that are to exchange mail. Suppose
he calls: "New York to Providence." The players having the names of these
cities immediately change places, and while they are changing, the postmaster
tries to slip into one of their places. If a player is dispossessed, he becomes
postmaster and the former postmaster takes the name of the city the other
has lost.

Sometimes the postmaster calls three or four pairs in rapid succession
so that half a dozen players are moving at the same time. He may not, how-
ever, call upon any one city to deliver mail to more than one other city at a
time.

Every few minutes the postmaster calls, "General Delivery." This results
in a universal scramble, everybody trying to change places at once.

GOING TO JERUSALEM

This game requires music. Chairs are placed in a row, alternately facing
in opposite directions. There should be one less chair than there are players.
As the music starts, the guests begin marching around the chairs, continuing
until the music stops, when all must sit down. The one who does not succeed
in getting a chair drops out of the game. An end chair is then removed and
the march is resumed. The game continues until only one person is left.

The success of the game lies largely with the musician. He may play-
more and more slowly until everyone expects him to stop, and then suddenly
begin to play rapidly, stopping abruptly and taking everyone unawares.
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Do AND DONT STUNTS

The players form a loose circle The leader, who stands m the center,
gives the command ' Do this" at the same time doing something with his
hands or feet such as raising both aims above his head, both arms out at
right angles with his body or one arm up and one foot up All the players
are expected to keep their e>es on the leader and closely imitate his movements

\fter having the placers 'Do this' for two or three minutes, the leader
unexpectedly commands * Don t do this,' raising an arm or a foot as before
to show what the players must not do The fact is that after having followed
the first commands it will be exceedingly difficult for many playerb to keep
from doing what the leader asks them not to do

The first player to disobey a command becomes IT

INDOOR TRACK MEFT

Divide the crowd into at least four or five groups, each of which chooses
a caotam Each group enters two or more contestants for each event

A committee of judges should be selected a clerk to announce events, a
time keeper, and a starter

1 Standing Bioad Grin
Who can grin the broadest? Use a yardstick to measure if you
want results*

2 Eighteen Inch Dash
The contestants are each given a piece of string eighteen inches long
on one end of which A lump of sugar is tied, the other end is
taken in the teeth Who can chew to the sugar first ?

3 Shot Put
Each entrant stands on a chair and tries to drop ten beans one at
a time into a glass jar placed on the floor Use dried lima beans
and a Mason quart jar

4 Hammer Throw
The contestants one at a time toe a mark and see who can throw
the farthest a paper bag filled with air

5 Relay Race (For winners of other classes only)
Beginning at a given signal, who can eat two soda crackers and
whistle first? The hands are kept folded behind the back while the
crackers are fed to the contestants by assistants

GAMES BEST PLAYED OUT OF DOORS

SWAT TAG

All the players except one form a circle with their faces toward the center
and their hands behind them The odd man takes a "bettle" made of a knotted
towel a belt or a soft ball tied m a handkerchief, and runs around the outside
of the circle He puts the "bettle' into someone's hands, who takes it, turns
quickly on his right-hand neighbor and with a series of blows chases him
around the circle and back to his place If the neighbor runs faster than thfe
holder of the 'bettle," he may return to his place without receiving a single
blow

The holder of the "bettle" now exchanges places with tlie one wha
it to him, and the game continues as m Drop the Handkerchief
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THREE D£#P

Two loose circles are formed one within the other, with two feet or more
between each set. of players. Two players are left out of the circle, one of
whom becomes the chaser and the other the runner.

The only way the runner can escape being caught is to dart between two
sets of players and take a place in front of a set, thereby making three deep,
which is not permissible. The moment this is done, the rear player of the
set of three must leave the circle and run from the chaser.

If the runner is tagged before he succeeds in forming a set of three deep,
he then becomes the chaser and pursues the former chaser, who must take
refuge in front of a set, thereby forcing the rear player in this set to the
position of runner.

The runner may go in either direction. The game will be more lively
and entertaining if he does not go around the circle more than once. Both
the runner and the chaser may cut thru the circle, but may not stop within
it; or it may be ruled that they must run entirely outside the circle.

BRONCHO TAG

Broncho tag is a very active game for children or adults and may be
played either in a spacious room or out of doors by any number of players.

The players arrange themselves three deep in a large circle, the mem-
bers of each set, or broncho, standing one behind the other, facing the center
of the circle. The first person of each set represents the head of a broncho;
the second person places his hands on the hips or shoulders of the one ahead;
and the third person, representing the back of the broncho, stands in a position
similar to the middle person.

As in Three Deep, a runner and a chaser are left outside the circle. To
avoid being tagged by the chaser, the runner attempts to catch on to the back
of one of the bronchos, but as the broncho whirls to keep its head toward
the runner, it may be a very difficult matter for him to catch on. If he suc-
ceeds, the player representing the head becomes the runner.' If, however, the
chaser succeeds in tagging the runner, the chaser then becomes the runner
and the runner becomes the chaser.

The runner and the chaser may run around or cut thru the circle as
desired. The bronchos cannot change position in the circle except to whirl or
revolve as the runner approaches. *

FRYING DUTCHMAN

In this game the players are paired and formed in a circle, all facing in
one direction with the boys on the outside. Ope pair, left outside the circle,
is IT. They run around the circle in the direction opposite to which the other
players are facing and tag one of̂  the pairs. Both couples then ran around
the circle, one couple in one direction and one in the other, seeing which can
reach the vacant place first.

The couple failing to secure a place becomes IT and proceeds to tag
another couple.

REDS VS. Bixms

The players are divided into two equal groups, the Reds and the Blues,
and arranged in parallel lines about ten feet apart. Ten or fifteen feet behind
each line a goal line is marked off.
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The leader takes a shingle, or flat piece of wood, each side of which is
claimed by one of the groups, and tosses it up so that it will fall midway
between the two groups. If the side claimed by the Reds falls up, they start
immediately for their goal, pursued by the Blues, who tag as many of them as
possible. If the side claimed by the Blues falls up, they dash for their goal,
chased by the Reds.

All players tagged by pursuers aie put out of the ganu The group first
annihilating the other is declared the winner.

SPOKE TAG
The players are arranged like the spokes in a wheel, all facing toward the

center. The number of players in each spoke and the number of spokes will
of course vary with the size of the group.

The player who has been chosen to be IT runs mound the circle and
slaps the end player in one of the spokes. That person passes the slap on to
the next player m front of him, who proceeds to pass it on lo the next in Ime
and so on until the slap is passed to the player on the inside end of the
spoke, who yells 'Hub "

Upon hearing the yell, all the players in this spoke run to the right, around
the outside of the circle, and back to their spoke. However, as the person
who was IT starts to run with the others as soon as "Hub" is called (he may
not start before) and tries also to get a position, there "will be one player left
out. This last player becomes IT for the next game.

Or,D Sow
A hole, approximately six inches deep and varying in diameter, is made in

the center of the playground. This hole is known as the sty. A number of
similar holes, one less than there are players, surround the sty at a distance
of fifteen to twenty feet. Each player has a stick from three to live feet long.
The old sow—a soft ball or any article not too heavy to be driven with a stick
—is chosen and left outside the circle.

The game is started by all the players putting their sticks in the hole, or
sty, in the center. At a signal they make a rush for the outer holes, the
player failing to secure a hole becoming the driver. He must then go out
after the sow and try to get it into the sty. As he nears the outer holes the
players at these holes make an effort to drive the old sow away. In order to
do this, however, a player must leave his hole and hit the sow. During his
absence any other player or the driver of the old sow may take his place. In
this case the one who has left the hole becomes the driver.

The game continues until a driver succeeds in landing the sow in the sty.
When this happens he takes his place by the center hole and cries out "Kessel-
rum," whereupon all the players must change holes, and in the mix-up the
driver attempts to get a hole. If he is unsuccessful, he returns to the center
and again calls out "Kesselrum," when another change must be made. This
performance is repeated until the driver secures a hole. In the change, how-
ever, someone usually takes the occasion to drive the old sow ottt so that the
person who is left without a hole has to go out and bring her in again, and
the game goes on.*

CROWS AND CRANES

Two teams of equal numbers are formed in parallel lines about a yard
apart. One line is named the Crows and the other the Cranes. All players

*Taken from Pennsylvania Rural Life Circular No. 1*
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stand facing the director, who takes his place about two yards from one end
of the lines Thirty feet back of each line is a base, or safety line The
director starts the game by making a throat or gutteral sound of "cr" as
"cr-r-r~r" and then suddenly runs it off into either "Crows" or "Cranes."
The side whose name he shouts turn quickly and run to safety while the
other side run after them, tagging as many of their placers as possible Those
tagged must fall out.

The game may be repeated a definite number of times, or a score may be
kept, the side letaining the most men being the wmnei.

SKIN THE SNAKE RELAY

The only limit to the number who can pla}7 this game is the size of the
room or playground.

Files are formed of six to ten players standing one behind another with
about two yards between files. The playeis stand astride.

Each leader, or player standing in front, stoops forwaid, passes his right
hand between his legs and grasps the left hand o£ the player behind him.
Each player in turn does this until all are bending forward with hands grasped.

On the signal "Go!" the player at the rear of the row lies on his back,
retaining his grasp on the hand of the one in front. The whole row then
starts walking backward, striding the bodies of those behind, and each in
turn lying on his back until all are down (Great care should be taken not
to step on someone's face or trip and fall). The leader rises to his feet as
soon as possible after lying down and strides forward up the line, the others
following without losing the grasp of hands.

The row which is first in returning to its original position is declared
the winner. The game requires no small amount of skill and is very spec-
tacular.

COUPLE OUT

The players choose partners and line up in double file. IT, a playei
without a partner, stands immediately at the head of the file, facing in the
same direction as the other players.

The one who is IT calls "Last couple out" and immediately the last couple
runs toward the head, one person running on one side of the file and one
on the other side, but making as wide a circuit as possible. If they meet
and clasp hands before either is caught, they take their places at the head
of the file, and the play is resumed. But if one of them is tagged before they
can meet, the tagged one becomes IT, and the other takes his place at the head
of the file with the one who was formerly IT.

HAT BALL

All the players place their hats or caps in a semicircle on the ground, and
at the beginning of the game each player stands behind his hat. One player
has a very soft ball which he drops into one of the hats. The player into
whose hat the ball is dropped must throw the ball at one of the players. If hit,
this player in turn must throw the ball at someone else.

The players are allowed to run at will so long as the ball is not in the
possession of any player, but as soon as it is held all players must stand
still until it is thrown again, when they immediately begin dodging. When
a player fails to hit anyone a small peg of wood is placed in his hat.

The player first receiving ten pegs may be required to do some stunt
chosen by the crowd.
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SNATCH THC HANDKERCHIEF

The crowd is divided into two equal groups. The pla>ers of each group
then line up in single file, the leader on each side toeing his goal lint. These
goal lines should be at a distance ol thirty feet. A handkerchief is placed half
way between.

At a signal from the leader, the first player on each side runs forward
and watches for a chance to snatch the handket chief and it turn to his own
goal line before being tagged by the other. Neither can be tagged unless
he has the handkerchief in his possession. Players should not snatch the
handkerchief too quickly but should first maneuver awhile. If the players
take too long, however, time may be called and they must return to their
places.

On returning to his goal line a player falls in at the rear of his file, and
the two who were second in line then run forward to snatch the handkerchief,
and so on.

The player who reaches his goal line without being tagged scores two points
for his side, but if he is tagged one point is scored by the tagger's side.

FORTY WAYS 01* GETTING THCRC

All players stand in a row one side of the playground. From thirty to
forty feet from this row and parallel to it a goal line is drawn. An umpire
is appointed. The first player* in the row is asked to cross over to the goal
line in any manner which may please him. The second person then follows
and so on but each one must go in a different manner.

If any person goes across in a manner which lias previously been used,
he must return and cross again, A prize may be given to the person going
across in the most original way.

DUCK ON A ROCK

Place a large flat rock in the middle of the playground and on it a tin
can, or "duck/' IT stands nearby while the other players each secure a stone,
and standing on a base line about twenty-five feet from the duck, take turns
in trying to knock the duck from the rock.

If a player succeeds in knocking off the duck he immediately attempts
to regain his stone and return to base before IT can replace the duck and tag
him. If he misses the duck he takes his place near his stone and waits till
someone else knocks off the duck, thus giving him an opportunity to get his
stone and return to base without being tagged, as no player can be tagged
while the duck is off the rock. A player may find it possible, however, to
slip back to base while IT is looking in another direction.

If a player is tagged before reaching the base line, he becomes IT and
so the game continues indefinitely.

ATHLETIC GAMES
Altho t it is not the function of a club leader to organize and develop

highly trained athletic teams, there are several forms of athletic competition
which may prove valuable recreation for clubs,

PLAYGROUND OR INDOOR B A S S B A M ,

Playground baseball is an easy game requiring but little equipment The
game is like regular baseball except that it is played on a diamond thirty-five
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feet on a side instead of ninety, with a soft ball from twelve to seventeen
inches in circumference, and the ball must be pitched "under-handed." This
game is ideal for old as well as young. See Spalding's Guide for detailed
rules.

HORSESHOES OR QUOITS

Because of the small number of players required and because of the
availability of equipment, the game of horseshoes can be played on practically
every farm. Horseshoe tournaments create a great deal of friendly rivalry and
make a valuable event for a club or farm bureau picnic.

DODGE BALI.

The larger the number of players, the more sport there is in this game.
The players are divided into two equal groups. One group forms a circle,

and the other group stands within the circle, scattered promiscuously. The
object of the game is for the circle men to hit the center men with a basket-
ball. The center men may jump, stoop, or resort to any means of dodging,
but must not leave the ring. Any player hit on any part of his person at
once joins the circle men. If two center men are hit by one throw of the ball,
only the first one hit leaves the center.

There is no retaliatory play by the center players; they merely dodge
the ball. The ball is returned to anyone in the circle by a toss from a center
man or a circle man may step out for it if it should not roll or bound within
reach.

The last player to remain in the center is considered the winner. The
groups as originally constituted then change places for the next game.

SHUTTLE RELAY

The players are divided into two or more teams of equal numbers. Each
of these teams is in turn divided into two sections, which stand in single files,
one section of each team on one side of the field and the other on the other
side. The leader of each section stands toeing a starting line. There should
be from fifty to one hundred and fifty feet between the starting lines.

At a signal the leader of each file on one side of the field runs forward,
touches the hand of the leader of the other file of his team, and passes
immediately to the end of that line. The instant a leader is thus touched off,
he runs to the person now standing at the head of the first file of his team,
touches him, and passes to the rear of the line. As soon as one person runs,
the next in line moves forward to take his place. The team which first has
all its players in their original places is declared the winner.

Instead of touching off the runners, the children like to hand a flag to
the new runner to carry over to his team pate, who in turn carries it back
to the runner of the opposite line. One flag is needed for each competing team.

POTATO RACE

The race may lie run in heats, as many players competing as space and
number of potatoes permit. A starting line is drawn and rows of potatoes are
placed at right angles to it, as many rows as there are racers to compete at
one time Each row contains eight potatoes, placed two yards apart, the first
potato being laid at the starting line. A measure, pail, or basket is provided
at the starting point for each competitor. At the beginning of the race each
competitor stands beside his receptacle.

At the word "Go!" the contestants start picking up the potatoes one at
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a time, coming back each time to place the potato in the receptacle. The first
player to pick tip all his potatoes, deposit them in the receptacle, and cross
the starting line wins.

This race may also be run as a relay race. Divide the group into two
teams of equal number. The men then line up in single file back of their
captains, who stand beside the receptacles at the starting line. On the word
""Go" each of the captains starts placing the potatoes, one at a time, in posi-
tion as described for the Potato Race. He then touches off the second member
of his team, who immediately replaces the potatoes one at a time in the recep-
tacle, and in turn touches off the third member of the team, who again places
the potatoes in position, and so on. The team whose last member first returns
to the starting line is declared the winner.

BAIX
Volley ball is usually played on a court 25 feet by 50 feet in size, over

a net 7y2 feet high. The ball is a little smaller and about half as heavy as
a basketball. There may be any number of players, but matched games are
usually played with from five to ten on a side Before beginning the game
the players on each side should be numbered.

Each player takes his turn in serving the ball over the net The servei
stands on the back line and bats the ball over the net with the palm of his
hand. If the ball strikes the ground on the other side, a point is scored
for the serving side and they again serve the ball; but if the receiving side
"bats the ball back and it hits the ground on the server's side, his side loses
a point, and a player on the other side serves. If the server fails to get the
ball over the net or bats it out of bounds, his side loses a point.

As the game is usually played, the first side receiving twenty-one points
is declared winner, but it is sometimes played with fifteen-minute halves, as
in Basketball.

BOMBARDMENT

This game may be played by atiy number of players from ten to one hun-
dred, in a gymnasium or on a playground. The field is divided by a line
across the center. At the rear of each field, from eighteen to twenty-five
feet from this line, two rows of Indian clubs, ten pins, or strong bottles are
set up two feet apart, there being the same number as there are players. The
second row is set up in such a way that each club stands opposite a space in
the first row. On the dividing line is placed a row of basketballs or indoor
"baseballs, preferably as many as there are players in a front row, tho there
may be fewer.

The players are divided into two teams of equal size. They may stand
between their clubs and the dividing line in a scattered formation or each
player may stand in front of his club.

At a signal the front row of players on each side rush to the center line
and try to secure a ball The object of the game is to knock down the
opponents' clubs. A player may not cross the center line into his opponents*
field. He must always serve the ball only with his hands, either by tolling
or throwing, but he may use any part of his body to keep a ball from knock-
ing »down a pin. Any player may serve a ball whenever he can secure one^
there being no order for the players to serve.

Each club knocked down scores one point for the side which knocked
it down. If a player overturns a club on his own side it scores one for tines
opponents. The game is played in time limits of ten to twenty minutes, ttte
final score being reckoned at the end of the period.
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FOLK DANCES

The following folk dances are included in this manual with the hope
that they may stimulate communities to making a greater use of this form of
recreation. Each of these dances is simple enough so that almost anyone
can direct it. Additional folk dances with their accompanying music may be
found in the books on this subject listed on page 18.

YANKEE DOODLE

Music: "Yankee Doodle"
Formation * Circle partners standing side by side facing center, the girls

at the boys' right. All join hands.
1. Eight slides to the left; eight slides back to place.
Chorus: Partners join hands and step-hop around in place.
2. Boys take four steps to the center, clapping on the fourth step; four

steps to place and clap.
Girls take four steps to center and clap; four steps back to place and clap.
Chorus: Partners join hands and step-hop around in place.
3. Partners join both hands and take four slides toward center, four

slides back to place, four slides toward center, and four slides back to place.
Chorus: Partners join hands and step-hop around in place.

COMING THRU THE RYE

Music; "Coming Thru the Rye"
Formation: Partners form a double circle, hands joined, all facing line

of direction.
Seven skips forward, about facing on eighth count.
Seven skips backward, about facing on eighth count.
Partners separate, each taking two slow slides to the side.
Two slow slides back.
Partners hook right arms and circle round: each then takes two quick

slides to the left and bows to the new partner.

OTHER GAMES

Many other games more or less similar in nature to the ones described
in this manual can be played with equally good results. To serve as a
reminder for those who may know how to play them, a few of the games are
listed below:

Bean bag Human wheel barrow
Dare base (stingo) New York
Antiover Hook arm tag
Sack race Leap frog
Three-legged race Blind man's buff
Shadow tag Jacob and Rachel
Follow the leader Hound and rabbit
Beast, bird, or fish Wink
Pussy wants a corner Stage coach
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SOME INTERESTING BOOKS ON RECREATION

FOLK DANCING

DANCES or THE PEOPLE Elizabeth Burchenal G Shirmtr and Company,.
New York City

AMERICAN COUNTRY DANCES Elizabeth Burchenal G Slurmer and Com-
pany, New York City

PLAYS

hist' or PIAYS AND PACEANT<S Playground and Recreition Association*
New York City

IvisT QE PLAYS AND PAGEANTS Y W C A , New York City

GAMES

GAMFS IOR u n PrAYfivOUNi), llovti Suioor AMI GYMNASIUM: Jesse H
Bancioft, Macmillan Comp my. New York City

ICF BREAKERS. Edna Geister Women's Press, New Yoik City
NEiGHBORirooD ENTERTAIN MEN IS Renee B Stern Macmillan Company,

New York City
SOCIAI, GAMINS AND GROUP D\NCCS Elsom and Tnllmg Lippmcott,

Philadelphia
SOCIAE ACTIVITIES IOR MLN AND BOYS Association Press, 347 Madison

Avenue, New York City
ATHIETIC GAMES AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION Community Service, New-

York City
GENERAL INFORMATION ON RECREATION

Playground and Recreation Association o£ America, 1 Madison Avenue,,
New York City

American Country I/ife Association, Greensboro, North Carolina
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